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What else do you want to learn about using technology? 

I would like to learn about Excel 

I want to learn about the special program 

I would like to learn power point, excel 

Microsoft office, PowerPoint, Word, etc. 

basic computers 

I am working on ways to document my life with my grandchildren 

every day living how to use the interent 

almost everything 

more reading 

To farther my knolodge on how to comunacate with family and freind but number one; to help my edication and my daugher in 
school 

every I need to know 

Help me used a computer 

good an excellent 

 

How can we make this class better? 

You do a good job. I will need study more. 

I guess we need more time to explain more topics 

I suggest each student with computer. I think is better this way 

more classes 

I happy bacuse I learn to use comp. 

More classes 

by doing what you are doing 

its imposibal to make better. This staff is grate. 

It is ok 

Have more sessions 

Have more class 

I think the class was excellent, I wish we had more time in class and the teacher was very good 

You have done a forfect work mabe provide some more classas 

More time to practice. Many students need one on one assistance 

have more classes 

like 

 

Comments 

Thanks! 

Thanks, the topics was interesting 

This technology class was very interesting for me because, I learned a lot. Thank you for you teaching. 

Thank you for the help! 

everyone is so wonderfull 

I like this class because we are all in the same level. Thank you all the tutor. 

Mike did a wonderful job! Thanks Mike! 

I like the class 

everyone was so nice and helpfull. I am thankfull to all 

This class is a good motivator to encourage students to seek information - promotes reading and read write emails. 

Good class 

This class was very interested it taught me how to use the internet, and every day live work and school. Excellent thank you 

I will do it again 

 


